City Survival Kit
Think you can't continue to love city travel after kids come along?
The team at Little City Trips are passionate about travelling with our kids and
think city breaks make for exciting and engaging family adventures.
They just need a little more preparation and planning to make sure everyone
finds it a valuable and rewarding experience.
In this city survival kit you will find:
Our do's and don'ts for the perfect city trip with kids
Top tips for visiting museums with kids
Pre-travel checklist
Family packing list
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The Do's and Don'ts for
a perfect city trip with kids
City trips can be hard going with kids. The bright lights, buzzing crowds and
innovative restaurants so enticing for adults and couples can be overwhelming
for kids. So much so that some parents decide city breaks should be avoided
for most of the childhood years.
We respectfully disagree! Indeed, city trips require planning and some work but
they can be great fun with kids and a fantastic way to have a holiday together
that is fun for all ages, varied and even educational!
Here you'll find our tips for planning a perfect city trip for kids: Our do's and
don'ts of city travel with children.
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Pick accommodation wisely
Your choice of accommodation can make or break a city break. Pick the right
hotel or apartment and you visit the city like a local, with all the comfort and
amenities your family needs. Pick the wrong one and you find yourself far from
everything and stuck on public transport for ages, wishing you could have a
holiday to recover from your family holiday.
We have all been there but don’t worry, help is at hand! All you need to do to
find the perfect accommodation is to ask people you trust: you can start with our
website! (We have an amazing selection of parent-recommended hotels here),
scout trustworthy family travel blogs and you can check prices straight away on
sites such as Booking.Com and HotelsCombined.

Avoid Rush Hour
Especially on weekdays, remember normal folk live in busy cities, going about
their daily business. Your need for a double stroller to be traipsed up the Metro
steps, or stopping for the 17th time to photograph your kid in that beautiful but
bustling location is probably a bit of nuisance, to be honest.
If you’re nearing dinner time and want to avoid the late afternoon meltdowns,
plan ahead to beat the crush with an early dinner or snack stop. Likewise, you
might not want to start your day’s excursions until the business day is already
underway and traffic has eased.
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Don't try to do it all
Only got a day to see the highlights of a city? Please remember when kids are in
tow, you have nowhere near the leg speed, attention span or stamina that you
had travelling solo. Don’t try to be a superhero and squeeze it all in, there’s no
medal for completing everything on the “10 things to do in” list.
Remember, you’re visiting a city not conducting an audit. You will all get far
more from the city break experience by choosing only a few key places and
events per day.

Don’t miscalculate distances
It’s so easy to look on a map and assume you
can easily get from A to B – and as grown
adults you probably can. When tired little legs
are involved though, don’t expect them to be so
keen on the idea of walking everywhere.
Some cities offer fabulous tuk-tuk or taxi
services that are cheap and easy for short
hops, otherwise look at how easy it is to jump
on and off public transport just to preserve
some leg power.

Don’t skip downtime
Making time for a rest and a trip to the park may sound like a waste of time: after
all, you are in the city for sightseeing, right? However, planning quiet moments
and playground stops is invaluable to lift the spirit of a bored child and can also
turn into a cultural experience.
Encourage your kids to play with local children, hang around where the locals go
and simply allow yourself to rest: is half an hour in the hotel such a waste, if it
leaves you all energized for a fun evening activity or a meal out?
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Seek Museums
Gone are the days when museums were the realm of adults, places where kids
had to be dragged to screaming and kicking. Nowadays, many museums around
the world offer tours and areas specific for families rethinking the way they
present themselves to a younger audience with interactive displays, even live
shows and activity rooms.
Science museums and discovery centres are usually a hit with younger kids but
many traditional spaces can be hugely appealing for little explorers. (You can
see our full guide to tackling museums with kids below!)

Seek Animals
What kids doesn’t love animals! Of any
shape and size. Zoos are absolutely perfect,
be it big world-class zoos, or small local
community petting zoos (often found inside
large city parks).
Indoor aquariums also make great rainy day
activities to keep little ones amused.
Famous ones include the Oceanarium in
Lisbon, L'Aquarium de Barcelona and world
renown Taronga Zoo Sydney, in a fantastic
location too.

Seek Heights
Tall buildings and sweeping views are often a hit with kids. Whether it's taking a
trip up an observation tower, a cable car up a hill or even a Ferris Wheel, getting
up above a city is a great idea to keep kids engaged with their travels.
Point out where you're staying, where you've walked or going to next – you may
even find something new and exciting places to go and explore.
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Seek things that go
We have taken trams to tuk-tuks, buses and boats – not just to get from A to B,
but it’s a great opportunity for tired little legs to catch up on themselves. Different
modes of transport also provide you with a new way of seeing your city. Things
like talking buses can also be the best way to cover a lot of ground quickly, as
well as getting some great commentary on your city.

But most of all, don’t let a big city intimidate you! If you love city life and all the
wonders big cities have to offer, don’t believe those who say you should leave
the kids home. Plan your days accepting you will probably see less than you
would on your own but don’t assume less means less exciting or less fulfilling.
Some of our most beautiful family memories were made in big cities, we hope
our tips will help you create your own!
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Top Tips for Visiting Museums with Kids
Museums come in all shapes and sizes. Some are for kids and are so interactive
and family oriented to be as fun as play areas but others are less so and visiting
them with kids proves a bit of a headache.
Large museums, in particular, tend to make the kids bored and overwhelmed:
the inability to touch the masterpieces or to interact with them is often a deal
breaker for kids and indoor spaces can quickly get stuffy.
However, there are ways to make museum visits less daunting. In this miniguide, we share some of our best tips to visit museums with children in tow.

Get skip the line tickets
In the last few years many museums have issued skip the line tickets and they
are a lifesaver for families. You can buy them online before you go and they
allow you to breeze in ahead of everyone else. They usually come at a slightly
higher cost than standard admission but in museums like the Vatican, for
instance, they save you hours (literally) and are worth their weight in gold.
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Choose what to see
Some of the world’s leading museums are so vast it takes a full day if not longer
to fully appreciate them.
However, unless your visit is blessed by a well-timed baby nap, it is unlikely that
your kids will allow you to take your time to leisurely take everything in.
The best way to tackle large museums with little ones in tow is to study in
advance what your must see are.
Check online the masterpieces hosted and the layout of the museum before you
go or head to the welcome desk an arrival to get a fold up map of the several
areas. Go to your must-see wing/ masterpiece first and take anything you can
see after that as a bonus.
On the map, try also identify areas the kids may be interested in: they will be
more likely to follow you to the area you picked if they know it will be their turn to
choose next.

Ask for a family tour
Many museums nowadays have familyfriendly tours (either guided or selfguided with audio tools) but not all of
them publicise them openly. Always
double check at the entrance desk if
there is anything specific for children
planned.
Sometimes, workshops and family tours
happen at specific times and on certain
days only. If time allows, consider
coming back just to catch one: usually
they are excellent and truly informative.
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Arrive Early
Nothing kills the joy of visiting a museum faster
than having to elbow your way towards your
masterpiece of choice just to get a glimpse of it and
if you have children, the stress of keeping them
safe from getting lost can prove too much for a day
out.
The best way to avoid this is to go early: some
museums offer special early morning tickets to beat
the crowds but even if they don’t, you can usually
get a sense of busy times from the web.
If visiting early in the morning doesn’t work for you,
you may also decide to do the opposite and go right
before closing time. In this case, make sure you
check at what time the last admission is and how
long it is reasonable to schedule for your visit.

Give them a writing pad
Another great way of getting the kids involved is
to give them a writing pad and a pencil.
One of the big challenges in museums for kids
is that the act of ‘seeing’ is often not rewarding
enough for them: by adding an activity such as
drawing you engage more of their senses and
they are more likely to enjoy the experience,
especially if you then treasure their creation
among your travel memorabilia.
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Treasure Hunt
If there is no family tours, a good way to get the kids to engage with museums is
to involve them in a treasure hunt and you can do it easily and cheaply by
buying a postcard. In the museum's shop, pick the postcard depicting the piece
you are hoping to see and challenge your kids to find it in the museum: you will
have them running ahead of you in no time!

Bribe!
The museum shop is also a good go-to place for bribery. As well as postcards,
many museums have interesting toys and knick-knacks, often decorated with art
pieces form the museum collection and often with educational value. Should
your kids find something they really like, it can be a great bribe/reward for good
behaviour during the visit

Plan outside time
The enclosed space of a museum can be hard to take with small kids so the
best way to make them comfortable is to mix some time indoor with moment
outside. Always check if the museum has an outside space you can access or
check on the map for a nearby park.
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Pre-travel Checklist
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Family Packing List
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Before you go... Don't forget
Join our online community of City Insiders on Facebook
Book family-friendly hotels (we have suggested hotels that suit families on
all budgets detailed on our website)
Pre-book your family tours and skip the line tickets
Remember to relax and enjoy! Don't plan out every minute; allow time for
exploration and rest breaks and see where your kids will take you!

Take me to the Little City Trips Website >>>
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